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Introduction

This report will elaborate the measures taken to preserve existing trees with sig-
nificance and minimize tree impact during the demolish and construction works 
in Kowloon Tsai Park. This report is the next stage after conducting individual tree 
survey. The goal is to demolish the existing structure (indicated in plan) and build a 
new 450sqm,2 storey building in the designated area (indicated in plan).

Part A shows the overall plan and the measures taken for temporary access for pe-
destrian and temporary access for construction vehicles.

Part B shows the measures taken for the demolition works such as works area, ac-
cess, tree works and demolition method.

Part C shows the measures taken for the construction works such works area, stor-
age area, access, tree works and the construction method

Demolition area

Construction area



Part A



Part A - Overall works plan 
Building set for demolition

Temporary vehicle access

Tree protection zone

Demolition works area

Temporary office

Temporary pedestrian access

Proposed building footprint

Construction works area

Storage area

Scale 1:400

Existing trees



Part A - Temporary Pedestrain Access

The construction area occupies the existing path, and therefore we decide 
to use the football court pathway as the temporary pedestrian access. 

The gate can be opened in the construction period for the temporary 
temporary pedestriant access.

Existing pedestrian access

Temporary pedestrian access

Existing gate

Scale 1:500



Part A - Temporary vehicular access

1

1

2
2

3

3

The overall vehicles circulation in the site will be from 1, 
to 2, then 3.  Because the road is too narrow for the lorry 
turn into the construction area, and therefore the lorry 
may go to car park (2) first and make a turn there, then 
go to the construction area (3) and vise-versa.

Scale 1:1000

Not enough space for u-turn. Proceed to 2
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Part b - Demolition works (Access)

Building set for demolition

Temporary vehicle access

Tree protection zone

Demolition works area

Retained trees

Trees subject to fell

Temporary office

The purple area indicates the temporary access area for con-
struction vehicles. A width of 4m will be sufficient for lorries  
to come in.

The dashed purple line indicates the turning area for the lor-
ry. There is only a 4m temporary vehicle access therefore, the 
lorry has to turn around and go back using this area  which 
provides enough space.

Existing shade structure and benches should be taken away 
so as to not interrupt the lorry.

Subject to removal

Temporary access for vehicles

Turning area

Types of Vehicles only allowed

Note: Trees that are tagged with ‘(N)’ are added trees that 
weren’t included in the individual tree survey

The white arrow indicates the designated path for the 
lorry. Lorry cannot enter deep within the works area due to 
limited space and to avoid tree accidental damage.

The only allowed vehicle inside the works area is a small motor cart 
due to limited space. It will be responsible for carrying debris from 
the demolished building to the lorry. Then the lorry will turn back 
using the turning area.

Trees subject to transplant

Temporary pedestrian access

Scale 1:300

Note: This is just a reference photo. We couldn’t find the one in that 
is common in Hong Kong. Although that is more preferable



Part b - Demolition works (Hoarding &Tree Protection zone)

Building set for demolition

Temporary vehicle access

Tree protection zone

Demolition works area

Retained trees

Trees subject to fell

Temporary office

Hoarding and Scaffolding area

Trees subject to transplant

The blue surface indicates the extent of hoarding area and 
scaffolding. Since demolition method will be done by hand 
from the roof,  platform should be provided using the scaf-
folding.

Trees, GP14 T1 - T5 are found to be in good to good to fair condition based on 
the survey and it is proposed to be retained. These big trees are Bombax ceiba 
and Michelia alba growing up 20m. Transplanting is not an option because it 
wil; be difficult and costly. Pruning will be required to avoid crown damage 
from construction (see next page)

Moreover, the newly added trees GP14 T9(N)-T12(N) is located beside the 
works area should also be protected

 GP14-T1  GP14-T2

 GP14-T3

 GP14-T4

Tree Protection Zone

 GP14-T12(N)

 GP14-T119N)

 GP14-T10(N)
 GP14-T9(N)

The pink dashed line indicates the tree protection zone. This 
area should be fenced off and should bethandled with cau-
tion.

Note: Trees that are tagged with ‘(N)’ are added trees that 
weren’t included in the individual tree survey

 GP14-T7(N)

 GP14-T6(N)

 GP14-T2
 GP14-T3

Hoarding and scaffolding 
line

Temporary office

The temporary office can be placed here, located between 
the demolition and works area. Since there are no trees of 
concern. The exisiting lawn can be patched up after the works 
are complete.

Proposed area for 
temporary office

Temporary pedestrian access

 GP15-T5

Scale 1:300



Part b - Demolition works (Fell, Transplant, & Pruning Works)

Building set for demolition

Temporary vehicle access

Tree protection zone

Demolition works area

Retained trees

Trees subject to fell

Temporary office

Trees subject to transplant

Trees to Fell

The following trees GP 14-T7(N) and GP14-T6(N) are 
assessed and considered to be low in value. Both 
are in very bad form, with major evidences of prun-
ing cuts and topping. Also, these trees are going to 
be affected by the works. The small motor cart will 
be running back and forth and there will be storing 
of things around. So, it is advised that these trees 
should be fell.

GP 14-T7(N) GP 14-T6(N)

Tree to transplant

pruning works for the trees in the protection zone

Tree GP 14-T8(N) is assessed and considered to be of very good condition.Since 
this tree is within the works area and is more likely to be susceptible to acciden-
tal damage,therefore, it is advised that this tree should be transplanted. The tree 
is in semi-mature stage. Pruning is required to reduce load and be able to fit 
in the lorry. The exisiting paving around the dripline should be taken away to 
commence transplanting works and allow for decent root ball size during the 
extraction.

This tree can be stored in the green area (see Part C), however, it is not advised 
to be stored no longer than 6 months. Proper care and maintenance should be 
taken.Paving excavation

Extent of scaffolding

Susceptible to crown 
damage

 GP14-T5

Susceptible to 
branch damage

Extent of scaffolding

Trees GP14 T1-T5’s canopy goes over the roof. The extent of scaffoling should be at least 2m 
above the roof level for safety. These trees will be susceptible to crown damage. Therefore, it 
is advised to do some pruning not more 25% of the crown. Or another option is to prune the 
lower crown area to an extent that it won’t hit the scaffolding.

Temporary pedestrian access

Scale 1:300

Hoarding and scaffolding 
line



Part b - Demolition works (Demolition Method)

Building set for demolition

Temporary vehicle taccess

Tree protection zone

Demolition works area

Retained trees

Trees subject to fell

Temporary office

Trees subject to transplant

Works should only be done on the roof level and the back side of the building so as to avoid damage to the protected trees. Demolition will 
be done by hand. Big and heavy machineries will have high chances of damaging the protected trees, therefore it is not advised. Debris 
from the demolished building should be passed through the backside of the building to the motor cart (see small two sided arrows)and 
carried to the parked lorry (indicated in the plan), then the lorry manuevers back.

Parked lorry 
here

Hoarding and scaffolding 
line

Works method

Phasing of demolition works

Stage 1

Stage 4

Stage 2

Stage 3 Stage 5

Transplanting works (indi-
cated by red dashed line) 
should commence before 
the demolition workst. Con-
sidering the size of tree, 
it will take approxiamtely 
a year until extraction. It 
should be fenced off for 
protection.

Designation of works area, 
temporary access, tree pro-
tection zone and hoarding 
works should commence, at 
the moment the transplant-
ed tree is ready to be stored 
in the green area (see Part 
B). And then, tree removal 
should start and demoliton 
works then after.

Buidling demolition should be done in 3 stages in order to provide more space for  construction vehicles to maneuver creating a more 
efficient workflow.

Temporary pedestrian access

Scale 1:300
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Part c - Construction works (Acess)
Proposed building footprint

Temporary vehicle access

Tree protection zone

Construction works area

Retained trees

Trees subject to fell

Temporary office

Storage area

Trees subject to transplant

Temporary pedestrian access

Scale 1:300

Temporary storage area

There is a skating rink beside the construction area, and we de-
cide to use it as a temporary storage area. Although we can use 
the  

Similiar to demolition works, only the small motor cart is allowed in the works are due to limited space. Materials from the lorry should 
be transfered to them motor in tthe purple area.

Temporary construction works and access



Part c - Construction works (Fell, Transplant, & Pruning Works)
Proposed building footprint

Temporary vehicle access

Tree protection zone

Construction works area

Retained trees

Trees subject to fell

Temporary office

Storage area

Trees subject to transplant

Temporary pedestrian access

Scale 1:300

Tree Protection Zone

Trees to Transplant

Trees To Fell

Pruning Works

 GP15-T7

 GP15-T8

 GP15-T10

 GP15-T9

 GP15-T18

 GP15-T16  GP15-T15

 GP15-T17

 GP15-T13

 GP15-T12

 GP15-T25

 GP15-T23

GP 15 T12-13,T15-17,T23 and T25 will 
be transplanted. Based on the survey ,
these six tree are in for to good condi-
tions, the age class are immaculate to 
semi-mature ,so they are not so diffi-
cult to keep and transplant as long as 
is within the vicinity of the park. It may 
be too costly of transplanted far away, 
thats why its labled low in the individ-
ual survey. Transplanted trees will be 
stored at storage area. (please see indi-
vidual tree survey for more photos)

 Tree in GP 15 T6- T10 and T18 are in the tree protection zone. All are mature and quite tall. They pro-
vide good amenity value. Provides huge amount of shade and habitats for birds.

Based on the survey, we can see the T6-T8 are in poor to fair condition. We have assumed that these 
trees were declining, but as a matter of fact, they were deciduos. From latest site visit, those trees now 
become good condition,so they we will be reserve because the good value of the tree. 

GP15 T1-T3,T11, T14,T20-22 
and T24 are found to be fair 
to poor condition. The trees 
will be fell because its with-
in the proposed building.  
(see plan above)

Since the new build-
ing will be 2 storey 
and trees GP15-T10 
and Gp15-T18 are 
located close to the 
building. Pruning will 
be required to avoid 
crown damage from 
construction works. 
It is advised not to 
prune more than 25%

Susceptible to branch  and 
crown damage

Susceptible to crown 
branch damage

 GP15-T18

 GP15-T10

Building Footprint
The building foorprint is configured to avoid trees of  good value (blue trees). Although, there will 
still be some unavoidable impacts, especially on GP15-T10 and T18. Proper  measure for mitigation 
should be taken.



Part c - Construction works (Utilities)
Proposed building footprint

Existing Lightpost

Existing water supply

Exisitng Telecommunications line

Water Supply & Telecommuinications lineElectricity supply

Proposed buidling

Exisiting water supply

Exisiting telecommunications 
line

Proposed trenching 
works

A

B

C

Lighpost A

Lighpost B

Lighpost C

There are 3 existing light posts located near the pro-
posed building. It is advised to tap into the line and 
do trenching works to connect to the building.

Here is the nearest water and telecommunica-
tions line located near the proposed building. 
They can be put into a single trench.

Proposed trenching 
works

Proposed trenching 
works

Proposed trenching 
works

Scale 1:300



Part c - Construction works (Construction method)
Proposed building footprint

Temporary vehicle access

Tree protection zone

Construction works area

Retained trees

Trees subject to fell

Temporary office

Storage area

Similar to the demolition works method, construction works should be only done on one side. Only the small motor vehicle can go in the works area. Transfering of materials is indicated by the small two sided black arrows. Materials brought by the lorry (white arrows) 
is then passed to the small motor (black arrow) to be stored in the green area. Then the lorry maneuvers back using the turning area (see Part B).

Works method

Stage 1 Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4A

Stage 4B

Transplanting works should start before anything else. Considering the size of the trans-
plated trees (mostly young), it won’t take too much time for transplanting works before 
extraction. 6 months minimum would be reasonable. Transplanted trees should be 
fenced off (indicated by red-dashed line).

Designation of works area, temporary access, tree protection zone and hoarding works 
should commence, at the moment the transplanted tree is ready to be stored in the green 
area. And then, tree removal should start.

Building construction work should commence after all fell and transplant trees are re-
moved.

After building works is completed, the works area (dashed area) is moved for 
utility works. It will start with the water and telecommunication so as to main-
tain temporary pedestrain access. Only small motor car is needed(indicated 
by black arrow), a lorry won’t be necessary.

And then comes electricity works. Now the original pedestrain access can be 
used again.

Trees subject to transplant

phasing of construction works

Temporary pedestrian access

Scale 1:300



overall Tree Schedule

Tree No. Botanical Name
Retain
GP14-T1 Bombax ceiba
GP14-T2 Michelia x alba
GP14-T3 Michelia x alba
GP14-T4 Michelia x alba
GP14-T5 Bombax ceiba
GP14-T9(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T10(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T11(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T12(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T6 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T7 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T8 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T9 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T10 Ficus microcarpa
GP15-T18 Ficus benjamina
Tree No. Botanical Name
Transplant
GP14-T8(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T12 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T13 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T15 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T16 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T17 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T23 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T25 Lagestromia speciosa
Tree No. Botanical Name
Fell
GP14-T6(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T7(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T11 Bauhinia variegata
GP15-T14 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T19 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T20 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T21 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T22 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T24 Lagestromia speciosa

Tree No. Botanical Name
Retain
GP14-T1 Bombax ceiba
GP14-T2 Michelia x alba
GP14-T3 Michelia x alba
GP14-T4 Michelia x alba
GP14-T5 Bombax ceiba
GP14-T9(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T10(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T11(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T12(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T6 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T7 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T8 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T9 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T10 Ficus microcarpa
GP15-T18 Ficus benjamina
Tree No. Botanical Name
Transplant
GP14-T8(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T12 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T13 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T15 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T16 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T17 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T23 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T25 Lagestromia speciosa
Tree No. Botanical Name
Fell
GP14-T6(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T7(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T11 Bauhinia variegata
GP15-T14 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T19 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T20 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T21 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T22 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T24 Lagestromia speciosa

Tree No. Botanical Name
Retain
GP14-T1 Bombax ceiba
GP14-T2 Michelia x alba
GP14-T3 Michelia x alba
GP14-T4 Michelia x alba
GP14-T5 Bombax ceiba
GP14-T9(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T10(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T11(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T12(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T6 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T7 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T8 Ficus benjamina
GP15-T9 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T10 Ficus microcarpa
GP15-T18 Ficus benjamina
Tree No. Botanical Name
Transplant
GP14-T8(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T12 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T13 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T15 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T16 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T17 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T23 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T25 Lagestromia speciosa
Tree No. Botanical Name
Fell
GP14-T6(N) Unrecognized
GP14-T7(N) Unrecognized
GP15-T11 Bauhinia variegata
GP15-T14 Cinnamomum parthenoxylon (Jack) Meisn.
GP15-T19 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T20 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T21 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T22 Lagestromia speciosa
GP15-T24 Lagestromia speciosa

Note:  Information on the values of each tree are in the individual tree surveys
 
 Trees No. with (N) are trees that weren’t surveyed in the last assignment. They are added for the purpose of this excercise and are within the works area.



Conclusion

There are many other ways to do this. For example, the contractor might bring in bigger ma-
chineries or vehicles in demolishing the building for faster work and probably cheaper. But, 
this will create higher chances of accidental tree damage due to the very limited space provid-
ed in the site. The architect might simply configure the building footprint into a much simpler 
form for ease of construction and saving more money, but, some trees of good value will be 
removed.

The main objective of this excercise is to demonstrate proper measures in approaching tree 
preservation in the early stages of the design up until the construction stage. It shows that 
trees are just as important in all aspects of development. Contractors, architects and even the 
general public should know and consider the potential benefits of trees in all types of devel-
opments.


